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42 A B S T R A C T
43 In 1998, DeepStar began the !rst of many successful studies that have resolved
44 important questions concerning meteorological and oceanographic (metocean)
45 processes that can cause large loads or fatigue problems on deepwater facilities.
46 In so doing, these studies have immeasurably enhanced the reliability and safety of
47 deepwater structures and pushed the frontiers of ocean science that have tradition-
48 ally been the realm of academic research. The efforts have focused on three major
49 phenomena: the Loop Current, Topographic Rossby Waves (TRW), and storm
50 winds. Much of the DeepStar effort has focused on improving numerical models
51 of the respective phenomena because they can provide long historical databases
52 at any site—data that serve as the basis for operating and extreme criteria with rea-
53 sonable statistical uncertainty. Studies of the Loop include the !rst measurements
54 of the Loop in"ow and turbulence and evaluation of existing numerical models.
55 Most of DeepStar’s efforts on TRWs started in 2008, and in a 5-year period, it
56 has developed a validated numerical model and used it to build a 50-year hindcast
57 database. Efforts are underway to use those results to build a stochastic forecast
58 model. Finally, DeepStar has analyzed a large set of wind measurements taken from
59 the powerful recent hurricanes and found that recommended formulas for wind
60 pro!les and spectra have signi!cant bias and will be corrected in future recom-
61 mended practices.Q1

13 Introduction
14 Almost all aspects of offshore facil-
15 ities are affected by winds, waves, and
16 currents, including operations and cap-
17 ital costs. Indeed, in many deeper water
18 locations, the choice of the basic facility
19 is heavily in!uenced by the meteoro-
20 logical and oceanographic (metocean)
21 conditions, second only to the reservoir
22 characteristics and water depth.
23 Many mysteries remain concerning
24 metocean variables, especially deep
25 water currents and hurricane-driven
26 winds and waves. Nowhere is this
27 truer than in the Gulf of Mexico,
28 where strong ocean currents can be
29 generated by several different processes
30 that can vary dramatically in mag-
31 nitude over space scales of a few kilo-
32 meters. Several of these processes
33 were "rst discovered only recently,
34 and their quanti"cation has been led
35 by Joint Industry Projects ( JIP) like
36 DeepStar, rather than the traditional
37 university oceanographers. Hurricanes
38 have also been an area of active indus-
39 try research because they dominate the
40 loads on most production facilities in
41 deep water. Despite their importance,

6262major uncertainty remains concerning
63winds and waves, in part because few
64measurements have been made in
65 strong hurricanes.
66 As a result of these myriad uncer-
67 tainties and the importance of meto-
68 cean criteria on safety and reliability,
69DeepStar IV began signi"cant funding
70of metocean studies in 1998 and has
71 continued this investment since then.
72The following sections outline the
73major studies in more detail. Each sec-
74 tion is focused on a particular phe-
75nomenon, e.g., Topographic Rossby
76Waves (TRWs), so it frequently will
77 cover several studies. Each section de-
78 scribes the study goals, business driv-
79 ers, and methods and summarizes the
80 results.

81Loop Current
82The Loop Current is a strong per-
83manent current that !ows through the
84Yucatan Straits, loops northward, and
85then exits through the Florida Straits
86where it is renamed as the Gulf Stream.
87About once per year, the Loop moves
88northward of 27°N, becomes unstable,
89and forms a large eddy that breaks
90away and drifts to the west. The Loop
91(which will henceforth be taken to
92mean the Loop proper and its asso-
93ciated large anticyclonic eddies) can
94occasionally affect shelf waters but is
95typically found in water depths greater
96than 500 m. Radial speeds within the
97Loop can exceed 2 m/s and generate
98the drag equivalent of a hurricane
99wave on mooring lines or generate
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100 vortex-induced vibrations that can
101 lead to fatigue failure of risers. These
102 effects in!uence the design of drilling
103 and production risers, mooring ten-
104 sions on production and drilling rigs,
105 connection/disconnection of drilling
106 risers, and installation of pipelines,
107 mooring lines, tendons and hulls.
108 Although no "rm accounting has ever
109 been done, we estimate that the Loop
110 costs the industry on the order of
111 $10 million/year in rig delays.
112 The Loop was not discovered until
113 the late 1960s, and the "rst current
114 measurements did not occur until the
115 early 1980s. Given the importance of
116 the Loop and its relatively recent dis-
117 covery, it is not surprising that there
118 were many important unknowns that
119 needed to be resolved as the industry
120 moved into deeper water.
121 In 1998, DeepStar initiated its
122 "rst oceanographic project by measur-
123 ing the incoming source of the Loop
124 Current—in other words, the water
125 in!ow through the Yucatan Strait.
126 Oceanographers had long wanted to
127 take these fundamental measurements
128 but had been frustrated by the cost and
129 the politics of deploying instruments
130 in the eastern half of the Straits con-
131 trolled by Cuba. Not to be deterred,
132 DeepStar contracted CICESE, an
133 oceanographic research institution in
134 Mexico that had a cooperative research
135 agreement with Cuban oceanogra-
136 phers. CICESE deployed eight moor-
137 ings across the Yucatan Straits with
138 33 single-point current meters and
139 eight acoustic Doppler current pro-
140 "lers (ADCPs). In addition, they con-
141 ducted four ship surveys across the
142 Strait during the 18 months that the
143 moorings were in place. Results were
144 documented in Abascal et al. (2003).
145 The major bene"t of the study was to
146 provide the "rst careful measurement
147 of the in!ow boundary condition for

148numerical models of the Loop. Such
149models are an important tool for devel-
150oping design and operating conditions
151 and, perhaps most importantly, for
152 forecasting.
153 After the Yucatan Straits measure-
154ments, DeepStar quickly turned to an-
155 swering another key question about
156 the Loop Current: How turbulent is
157 it? At the time, designers were worried
158 about the ability of turbulence to ex-
159 cite higher modes in the tendons of
160Tension Leg Platforms (TLPs) and
161 spars. Current speed !uctuations can
162 affect these structures both by direct
163 forcing and by reducing the effective-
164ness of VIV suppressing strakes. These
165 effects have often been seen in model
166basins where the turbulence intensity
167 is 10-20% of the mean velocity. Oce-
168 anic turbulence levels were thought to
169be much lower, but there was essen-
170 tially no "eld data to prove that as-
171 sumption. DeepStar "lled the gap by
172 funding measurements in a Loop Cur-
173 rent eddy using a unique instrumenta-
174 tion system. The results are described
175by Mitchell et al. (2007).
176 Measurements were made within
177 the eddy and across the strong frontal
178boundary that separates the eddy from
179 the surrounding waters. A towed vehi-
180 cle, the TOMI (Towed Ocean Micro-
181 structure Instrument), was equipped
182with a special 300-kHz ADCP that
183had its four beams directed fore, port,
184 starboard, and down. The along-beam
185velocities resolved structures with wave-
186 lengths of 4-60 m. The vehicle also
187 carried shear probes for measuring
188 velocity !uctuations in the dissipation
189 range (0.5-100 cycles per meter) and
190other environmental sensors for mea-
191 suring temperature, salinity, depth, and
192 vehicle orientation. The towed body is
193 shown in Figure 1.
194 Tows were conducted at 25-, 50-,
195100-, and 150-m depths around the

196northern edge of the Loop Eddy in cur-
197rents of up to 1.7 m/s. Turbulence was
198detected with the shear probes, but
199mostly in the 130–150 m depth range
200around the local salinity maxima. The
201level of turbulence was weak, and it
202was distributed intermittently in both
203space and time. The most energetic
204events of turbulence had eddy scales
205of at most 4 m and velocity scales of
206only 1 cm/s. The typical and average val-
207ues were more than 10 times smaller.
208After taking some basic physical
209measurements in the Loop Current,
210DeepStar’s next effort was to under-
211stand the accuracy of available models.
212While many models were available at
213the time, none had been rigorously val-
214idated. To "ll this gap, DeepStar initi-
215ated a study in 2004 to compare "ve
216existing forecast models. The modelers
217were asked to run a 1-year historical
218period for which DeepStar had a pro-
219prietary, detailed set of measurements
220never before seen by the modelers.
221Models were spun up by assimilat-
222ing publicly available measurements
223such as satellite altimetry. On the
224"rst day of each month, the models
225were run for 4 weeks without any
226data assimilation. Model performance

FIGURE 1

The TOMI instrument that was used to mea-
sure turbulence. The ADCP transducers are
mounted on the bottom mast (forward look-
ing), at the base of the (orange) upper mast
(port and starboard looking), and behind the
lower mast on the main body (downwards
looking).
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227 was judged by comparing the fore-
228 casted to the observed distance of the
229 nearest major Loop or eddy front to
230 seven sites scattered over much of the
231 deep Gulf east of 94°W. Model results
232 were compared to persistence (the
233 major fronts were assumed to remain
234 stationary) for the entire month. Fig-
235 ure 2 compares the RMS (root mean
236 square) error accumulated for the
237 12 runs at all seven sites. Only one
238 of the models was found to beat persis-
239 tence after about 12 days, but not by
240 much. Perhaps most striking was the
241 substantial error exhibited by all the
242 models right from the start (0 week).
243 This strongly suggests that the satellite
244 imagery used to spin up the models
245 was far from perfect, probably because
246 it failed to resolve the meanders and
247 frontal lobes commonly found on the
248 Loop and its eddies. While these fea-
249 tures may have relatively short length
250 scales (order 50 km), they can signif-
251 icantly affect the error metrics. The
252 fact that the models did poorly even
253 in a nowcast mode suggested they
254 may have had substantial errors even
255 in a hindcast mode.

256 The overall conclusion of the Phase 1
257 study was that the models were too
258 inaccurate in forecast mode to be of
259much value to Industry operations,
260but that further work was justi"ed
261 given the substantial bene"ts that
262 could be had from an accurate forecast.
263 Towards the end of the "rst model
264 intercomparison study, a new model
265 appeared on the scene that was quite
266different to the others tested in Phase 1.
267AEF’s model was a so-called “feature”
268model, which utilized proprietary drift-
269 ing buoys as well as satellite imagery to
270 spin-up the model. Given the promise
271of this new approach, DeepStar de-
272 cided to fund a Phase 2 study using
273 the AEF model and the Oey model,
274winner of the Phase 1 study. Figure 3
275 compares the error from the two mod-
276 els with that of persistence. The AEF
277model consistently beat the Oey model
278 and overtook persistence at about
2791 week. Its forecast error stayed !at
280until the end of the second week and
281 then slowly climbed until it was
282double the initial error after 4 weeks
283where it remained steady until nearly
2847 weeks. Overall, the conclusion was

285that the AEF model could provide
286forecasts with useful accuracy, but its
287success depended on having access to
288detailed in situ measurements from
289drifting buoys or other similar sources.
290Such measurements cost upwards of
291$50,000/mo.

292TRWs
293In the late 1990s, British Petro-
294leum (BP) measured currents reaching
295about 1 m/s near the sea!oor in about
2962,000 m of water along an underwater
297feature known as the Sigsbee Escarp-
298ment. While the currents were most
299intense near the bottom, they remained
300substantial for hundreds of meters
301above the sea!oor, "nally reaching am-
302bient conditions at about 1,000m. The
303Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
304(BOEM; formally known as Minerals
305Management Service) deployed three
306current meters nearby for 18 months
307and observed similarly large currents.
308Figure 4 shows the time series of these
309currents. Subsequent analysis of the
310BOEM measurements by Hamilton
311and Lugo-Fernandez (2001) suggested
312that the currents were driven by
313Topographic Rossby waves (TRW),
314a 200-km-long wave with periods of
31510-14 days.
316TRWs can generate current speeds
317at the bottom near the Escarpment that
318far exceed those generated by any other
319phenomena. Such currents dominate
320the metocean extreme and fatigue
321loads on pipelines and risers, especially
322!exible risers (steel catenary risers or
323SCRs).
324DeepStar began its study of TRWs
325in 2003 by taking measurements of
326the cross-Escarpment variation of the
327waves, a characteristic that had not
328been studied before. Eight current
329meters were placed near the sea!oor
330across the Escarpment at 91°08!W,

FIGURE 2

Comparison of forecast error from !ve Loop models with persistence.
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331 as depicted in Figure 5. BOEM had a
332 through-columnmooring, L4, deployed
333 just to the south of the DeepStar array.
334 Over the 1-year deployment, about a
335 half-dozen TRWs were measured and
336 showed the strongest currents occurred
337 near the base of the Escarpment at S2
338 and S3. Only about 10 km north at S6
339 speeds dropped off rapidly to less than
340 half those observed at S2. In contrast,
341 the reduction on the down-dip side
342 of the Escarpment was much smaller,
343 e.g., L4 was about 30% less than S2.

344 In 2008, DeepStar restarted its
345 efforts on TRWs because of increased
346 exploration activity along the Escarp-
347ment and reports from drilling rigs
348 that were adversely affected by strong
349bottom currents. That year, two pro-
350 jects were started. The "rst involved
351 taking more current measurements,
352but this time with moorings spread
353 along the Escarpment as well as across.
354Figure 6 shows the four DeepStar
355moorings as well as other moorings
356deployed by Chevron and Shell, which

357overlap in time and were later ob-
358tained byDeepStar. The 1 year ofmea-
359surements showed strong variation
360along the Escarpment and con"rmed
361the strong cross-escarpment variation
362"rst observed in the 2003 DeepStar
363measurements.
364The second project, begun in
3652008, focused on the development
366of a numerical model with the goal of
367eventually using it to develop opera-
368tional and design criteria. Without a
369model, the industry would have had
370to develop criteria based on measure-
371ments of only a few TRWs at a few
372locations. The latter was especially
373troubling, because the measurements
374showed that TRW-generated currents
375varied signi"cantly over length scales
376of a few kilometers.
377Florida State University (FSU) was
378contracted to develop the model and
379soon discovered that the numerical
380discretization in standard ocean cur-
381rent models generated substantial nu-
382merical errors when dealing with the
383sharp bathymetric gradients of the
384Escarpment. A more advanced numer-
385ical technique was implemented, and
386the model was then used to hindcast
387the BOEM and DeepStar measure-
388ments (Dukhovskoy et al., 2009).
389Results were encouraging so a second
390modeling phase was kicked off, cul-
391minating in a well-validated model as
392suggested in the excellent comparison
393shown in Figure 7. In the process,
394FSU discovered that the TRWs were
395being generated by the collision of the
396Loop (or a recently detached eddy) on
397the outer slope of the Mississippi Fan,
398just south of the Delta (Morey et al.,
3992010).
400With the successful validation of the
401model, DeepStar now had a tool that
402could be used to develop operational
403and extreme criteria. FSU developed
404the needed database by allowing the

FIGURE 3

Comparison of forecast error from two Loop models with persistence.

FIGURE 4

Time series of near-bottom current vectors measured near the Sigsbee Escarpment. The vectors
pointing up are "owing towards the northeast; those pointing down are "owing southwest.
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405 model to free run for a 50-year period.
406 It was a daunting computation ef-
407 fort since it involved running a high-
408 resolution (800 m grid size) nested
409 model covering the Sigsbee Escarp-
410 ment inside a 3.5 km model covering

411 the northern Caribbean and portions
412of the southeast Atlantic. Figure 8
413 shows the model domain. Results from
414 the 50-year run were archived and are
415now being used by the Industry to
416develop design criteria.

417Finally, FSU recently started to
418apply their model results to develop a
419predictive capability that can even-
420tually forewarn drillers and installers
421of major facilities, of an approaching
422TRW that might threaten their op-
423erations. Initial results have shown
424that the numerical model cannot pre-
425dict the phase of TRWs very well since
426there are essentially no operational
427measurements in the lower deep water
428column available for model initializa-
429tion or data assimilation. Instead of
430direct use of the model, FSU is using
431the 50-year database to develop a sto-
432chastic model based on independent
433variables like the position of the Loop.
434This approach will not suffer the phase
435issues and should also provide uncer-
436tainty estimates.

437Hurricane Winds
438In 2010, DeepStar funded a study
439to bring together all available hurricane
440wind data sets made in and around the
441Gulf since 1998, quality control them,
442and then analyze them in an effort to
443check the validity of the present Amer-
444ican Petroleum Institute (API, 2012)
445recommended equations for hurricane
446winds. The data sets included dozens
447of offshore platform anemometer re-
448cords, measurements from National
449Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
450tion (NOAA) buoys, Coastal-Marine
451Automated Network (C-MAN), Auto-
452mated Surface Observing System
453(ASOS), and National Ocean Service
454(NOS) stations, tower arrays of ane-
455mometers deployed along the coast,
456coastal weather radars, and dropsonde
457observations made by hurricane hunter
458aircraft.
459The "rst phase of this study was
460completed in 2012 by Applied Research
461Associates, Inc., Texas Tech Univer-
462sity, and the University of Florida

FIGURE 5

Cross section of the current meters deployed across the Sigsbee Escarpment.

FIGURE 6

Location of current measurements taken during 2008-2009. The dark blue curve shows the base
of the Sigsbee Escarpment.
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463 and identi"ed de"ciencies in the API
464 (2012) equations for gust factors, pro-
465 "les, and spectra when applied to hur-
466 ricanes. Figure 9 compares measured
467 speed pro"les to the API (2012) and
468 Engineering Sciences Data Unit

469 (ESDU, 1974, 1982, 1983) calculated
470pro"les. While the API (2012) pro-
471"le compares well within a few 10 s
472of meters of the sea surface, a 10% dis-
473 crepancy appears at the higher eleva-
474 tions typical of platform deck heights

475(30-60m). Such a discrepancy translates
476to more than 20% in the static drag
477force. On the other hand, the API
478(2012) equation for gust factors was
479found to underestimate the observations
480as shown in Figure 10.
481The second phase of the study is
482now underway, with the analysis ex-
483tended to tropical storm wind records
484made off the northwest coast of
485Australia, the east coast of the United
486States, and a reexamination of the orig-
487inal Norway extratropical wind mea-
488surements used to develop the API
489relationships. The end goal of this
490phase is a revised set of wind design re-
491lations that may then be incorporated
492into the latest offshore standards, for
493both tropical and extratropical storms.
494The study is anticipated to be com-
495pleted by late 2013.

496Summary and Conclusions
497In 1998, DeepStar began what was
498to become a highly insightful set of proj-
499ects in the "eld of meteorology and
500oceanography (metocean). The "rst
501project focused on measuring the

FIGURE 7

Comparison of model and observed current at three depths taken at one of the moorings shown in Figure 6.

FIGURE 8

Contours showing the sea surface height over the large-scale (3.5 km) model. Insert shows the
nested model around the Sigsbee Escarpment with a resolution of 800 m.
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FIGURE 9

Comparison of measured wind pro!les with recommended pro!les from API and ESDU for three different central pressure bins.

FIGURE 10

Comparison of measured gust factors with recommended factors from API and ESDU for three different wind speeds.
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502 !ow of the Loop Current through the
503 Yucatan Straits—fundamental infor-
504 mation that had never been gathered.
505 This was followed by measurements of
506 turbulence in the Loop Current; a study
507 driven by concerns about resonance
508 in tendons, moorings, and risers. Field
509 measurements were completed in
510 2003, which dismissed that concern.
511 In 2004, attention was turned to "nd-
512 ing the best available forecast model of
513 the Loop Current, a tool that could
514 save the Industry millions of dollars
515 by helping it avoid downtime during
516 drilling and installation of large facili-
517 ties like spars. Two studies were done
518 comparing the ability of eight existing
519 forecast models. Results showed that
520 many of the models were much
521 worse than simply assuming that the
522 Loop remained unchanged (persis-
523 tence) and revealed that the models
524 were primarily limited by the accuracy
525 of their initial conditions. This knowl-
526 edge has been used in other Industry
527 efforts to improve forecast models. In
528 2004, a six-phase effort was begun to
529 quantify Topographic Rossby Waves
530 (TRW)—a wave with a length of
531 200 km "rst measured in the Gulf
532 in 1998 and capable of generating
533 currents of 1 m/s (2 kt) near the sea
534 !oor. Phases 1 and 2 deployed arrays
535 of current meters that recorded several
536 TRWs. These measurements were
537 then used to develop and validate a
538 numerical model—the "rst to success-
539 fully simulate the full strength of these
540 powerful waves. Phase 5 used the TRW
541 model to develop a 50-year hindcast
542 database that provides accurate oper-
543 ational and extreme current criteria
544 throughout much of the deepwater
545 Gulf. Phase 6 is using the model to
546 develop a probabilistic forecast that
547 can warn drill rigs and installation
548 operations of an approaching TRW.
549 Most recently, DeepStar has funded

550work to analyze the wealth of wind
551data collected during the recent extreme
552hurricanes. This study has revealed that
553the present Industry standard for hurri-
554cane wind spectra, pro"les, and gusts
555can be improved, so revisions will soon
556be adopted.
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